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“I LOVE LOVE LOVE 
the Hege!”

- The Queen of England

Critical Acclaim for 
the Hegemonocle

“I’ve never read SUCH A GOOD 
PUBLICATION!”

- Drake

“Michelle is going to EAT THIS UP.”
- Barack Obama to Joe Biden

“TWO GIANT FOAM 
FINGERS UP!”

- Miley Cyrus

“The 
Hegemonocle is 
the ONE THING 
I MISS ABOUT 

MACALESTER”
-Brian Rosenberg

“I <3 
Hege.”
- Carl Sagan

“I am SO GLAD 
that my son is getting more 

involved.”
- Ryan Edens’ Mom

“The Hegemonocle 

is FAR 
SUPERIOR to 
anything that we’ve 

ever written.”
- The Mac Weekly



A Letter From the Editors...

Dear Reader, 

The Hegemonocle has been getting a lot of critical 
acclaim lately (See page 4). As you can see, big time celebs 
have been raving about our magazine. We have been 
trying not to let the fame go to our heads, but let’s face 
it —we’re incredible.

Dairy Kagin was a rousing success. Jim Hoppe pats us 
on the back everytime he sees us in Café Mac because 
of the great humorous content we bring to campus. One 
time, a first year asked Joe for his phone number. So we 
already know that this issue is going to split your sides 
from laughter. 

Now we can guess what you’re thinking: How am I 
supposed to tell my friends and family about how great 
the Hegemonocle is? Luckily for you, we have a social 
media presence that’s so viral it borders on syndromic. 
Here are some of the hashtags that you can trend:

#CoolHege  
#HegeIsGr8
#SwimsuitEdition
#DarnAnotherPaperCut
#LOLLERHEGE
#LULZHegeHowdYaDoItAgain
#RossBoehmeSoHot
#SexyHege
#Volume9Issue1DaBomb

And don’t forget to ask for an extra copy of the Hege for 
your grandma or other loved ones!

Hugs and Kisses, 
-Joe and Michelle
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“It’s really just great…” Jimmy Gibaldi began, in an 
enthusiastic review of Busty Bikini Babysitters VI. Fourteen-
year old Jimmy recently discovered soft-core pornography. 

“Who would have guessed that the babysitter would fall for 
the hot dad? I sure didn’t,” Jimmy continued. “The storyline 
was solid, the lighting was great…her ass looked fantastic! 
The overall sex appeal was exceptional, especially because 
of all the tongue-kissing and butt groping. I’d give it an A-, 
but only because I wish there was more nipple.” 

Jimmy had been mentally preparing for this since he found 
out earlier this week that his parents were going out on a 
date. He began the night by thinking of the sexiest moment 
of his life so far (when he saw classmate Katie Neep at Kohl’s 
buying a sports bra). Then he ate some Totino’s pizza rolls, 
listened to the uncensored version of the Boyz II Men album, 
and talked to himself in the mirror in his underwear for 45 
minutes. Once he was pumped up, he took a seat in front of 
the television. 

When asked why he doesn’t watch a more ‘hardcore’ 
alternative, Jimmy explained that “he’s tried.” Mr. and Mrs. 
Gibaldi set up a parental filter on their Wi-Fi, which has deterred him. One time, however, he saw some 
internet porn at his friend Ryan’s house, but stopped because there was too much asshole licking. “Maybe one 
day though,” he contemplated wistfully.  

Unfortunately, Jimmy’s sexy night-in was cut short when his parents returned early from their date. Although he 
was surprised, Jimmy composed himself and quickly changed the channel to CSPAN while his parents were in 
the garage. “They don’t have a clue,” Jimmy explained. 

“Oh we know very well what he’s been up to,” said Mrs. Gibaldi. “I’ve been doing his laundry for the 
past fourteen years…his socks literally break in half. I would say something, but I’m looking forward to 
grandchildren. The least he could do is clean off the remote. His CSPAN fixation is a little strange though. ”

Jimmy, however, seems to remain unfazed. He’s been nursing a boner for the past 72 hours, and he’s feeling 
incredible.

Soft-Core Porn Smash Hit with 
Fourteen Year Old Boys 

by Anderson Cooper

Gibaldi unwinds after a hard day
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17 Things for the 

Class of 2017 

to do on a Friday Night

1.  Facebook stalk high school friends. Realize you’ve been replaced.

 Skype with soon-to-be ex.

   Try to hook up. Strike one.

     G-chat senior from Spanish lab to purchase alcohol. No response. 

  Text the one upperclassman from hometown for party invite. No
     response.

6.  Google “does rubbing alcohol get you drunk?”

7.  Check your privilege.

8.  Find party. Wait, it’s Mac-Groveland dad. 

9.  Actually find party. Huddle in corner and avoid eye contact.

10.  Pretend to smoke cigarette with preceptor on porch.

11.  Use “freshman” instead of “first-year.” Offend everyone everywhere.

12.  Leave party. “Cops are here.” Strangely, no officers outside.

13.  Try to hook up. Strike two.

14.  Go to Kagin. Experience PTSD from middle school dances.

15.  Vomit in as many Dupre bathrooms as possible. Go home to Turck.

16.  Still horny as fuck. Masturbate gingerly in dorm room because 
roommate’s finally asleep.

17.  Ring bell. You’re full of shit.

2
1

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

11
12

13
14

15
16

17

10
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ST. PAUL— Authorities at SafeWalk have recently accepted the truth: they don’t get too many calls. In 
response, they are introducing a new program, SafeStalk, to generate demand for their services. 
 SafeWalk unveiled this plan to the board of trustees. The Board supports it as a means of increasing 
student employment, as well as safety. SafeStalk staff members randomly follow students around who have 
never called SafeWalk. The staff member wears a threatening peacoat, follows about three feet behind the 
student, stops when the student stops and walks when the student walks, and occasionally recites a menacing 
message into a walkie-talkie. In addition, extra SafeStalk staff members hide behind bushes and jump out as 
the student passes.
 “While SafeStalk is still in its trial period, we hope it is only temporary,” says the president of 
SafeWalk. “We want people to feel unsafe so we can make them feel safe again.”

SAFEWALK TRIES NEW 
APPROACH

POINT COUNTERPOINT
Guillaume Bouvet, French Guy: 
 I love to eat frog legs.

Joe, Local Frog: 
My legs!!!!!!!!

Sam Stewart, Mortgage Broker:
I would never even think about propagating a system 
where home loans are given to people with little hope 
of paying them back and then sold off as bundled      
securities to foreign banks for my own personal 
monetary gain.

Sam Stewart, Mortgage Broker: 
Wow, that is a lot of money.

Steven Joseph, Carpenter:
“Oh honey this pregnancy has given me a whole new 
sense of purpose in life. We are going to make great 
parents. I love you so much.”

Steven Joseph, Carpenter:
The deep-seated resentment I have towards my 
absentee father makes me extremely worried about 
my own ability to connect with my future child.

Charles F. Brademaker, CEO of Land O Lakes Inc: 
The reintroduction of recombinant bovine growth 
hormone in cafeteria milk has nothing to do with the 
surge in cow-like tendencies among the student body.

Sara South, Sophomore: 
 Moo.
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Who’s 
Coming to 
the Party?

SENIOR 
PARTY!!!!! Actual 

Friends

House Members

That Junior Girl 
from his French lab 

(he is tryna’)

That dude she is 
hooking up with

Mac-
Groveland 

Dad
His townie

 friendsThe “chill kids” from the 
Macward Bound group 

she led

Class of 2017
St. Paul
Police 

Department

Invite

Invites
(Jk, he’s too chill)

Invite

Invites

Invites

Invites

Invites

Invite

Invite

Invite

Inv
ite

Inv
ite

s

Invites

Invite
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Tennis 
Players 

Get 
Boners
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Tom McMahon, a junior from Coos Bay, Oregon, announced Thursday his plan to switch from an 
Economics to an English major. McMahon’s decision follows months of intense debate with his 
parents, and late nights comparing himself to Robin Williams in Dead Poets Society. 

McMahon, 20, has often disagreed with his parents over adolescent decisions. In high school, he 
attended a party where alcohol was served, and was grounded for it. This past year, he needed 
to mail urine samples to prove he no longer smoked marijuana (a popular psychoactive drug on 
college campuses). 

Lately though, the family couldn’t be in greater harmony. McMahon’s parents had been pleading 
that he switch his major from Economics to something more spiritually fulfilling.

“He’s too young to know his life path,” said Mr. McMahon, “It’s more important he preserves the 
full complexities and quality of cultural information for the use of generations while making it more 
accessible to people today.” 

Mrs. McMahon agreed: “His paid internship at the World Bank this summer was neat. But did he 
come any closer to self-actualization?” 

McMahon has granted their wish, switching to an English major, though for less philosophical 
reasons than his parents’. He saw it as decision forced by the current economic climate. 
“I wanted to approach the job market without a specialty,” McMahon said. “President Rosenberg 

always champions the liberal 
arts, and he seems like a 
sincere enough guy.”

At press time, McMahon’s 
application for social media 
intern at the Minnesota 
Model Car Museum had 
been rejected. Though, he 
remains optimistic he’ll 
finally understand the social 
commentary of Anna Karenina. 

Parents Ecstatic over Child’s Change 
to Humanities Major by Your Junior High English Teacher
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First-Year Student Kicked Out of Dupre 
for Snorting White Privilege

Saddam Hussein, “Guns don’t kill 
people, people kill people! I’m 
most definitely not a person or a 
dictator!”

Muammar Gaddafi, “I’m so glad 
Amazon.com overnight shipped my cool 
new sunglasses! Now I can look stylish 
while I don’t massacre my own people!”

Rob Spermanski, a first-year student from Long Island, NY, was removed from his room in Dupre Hall by security 
Friday night after they received a report that he was allegedly “snorting White Privilege off of his vinyl copy of 
Radiohead: Greatest Hits.”

Andy Jacobs, Spermanski’s RA, who admits to using White Privilege recreationally in the past said in a statement 
early Saturday that “it’s really important that we all learn from this situation. Abusing White Privilege is just not 
acceptable at Mac.”

Spermanski claims that he was using the banned substance on Friday night before going to a house party on 
Dayton Avenue, saying that he “wanted the best chances of getting out of a ticket should the party get busted by 
the St. Paul Police.”

“The fact of the matter is that White Privilege is a dangerous drug that’s all over US college campuses,” said Molly 
‘Mary-Jay’ Krystal, head substance abuse specialist at Macalester’s Health and Wellness Center. This problem can’t 
continue to go unchecked.”

To avoid, treat, and prevent White Privilege, please be cognizant of potential side effects that include:

 -Disproportionately large representation in US politics.
 -Bias in your favor in the courts.
 -Decrease in likeliness of being pulled over by patrol cars.
 -Rise in sweater-vest wearing.
 -Blissful unawareness to the fact that the drug is affecting your life or anyone else’s life.
 -Huge drop in dancing ability.
 -Dry mouth.        
                Source: (drugabuse.gov/whiteprivilege)

Hosni Mubarak, “Look at my 
dimples! Look at my gold chair! I’m 
a benevolent ruler who would never 
commit horrific atrocities!”

Middle Eastern Dictators Smiling
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The Hegemonocle Presents:

1. You’re just not in the mood. 
2. Lack of virility.
3. Think that the swelling is actually related to 
 severe latex allergy.
4. It wasn’t just MDMA.
5. Recent, ill-advised tactical masturbation.
6. Just donated 6 gills of blood.
7. Can’t remember if you’re once or twice   
 removed.
8. Pet parakeet is watching.
9. Bathroom next to 10k is public health disaster.
10. You’re still bloated.
11. Afraid of the dark, ashamed of your girth.
12. Whatever happened to Courtney Love?
13. Can’t handle mid-coital discussions about   
 Gravity’s Rainbow.
14. Still waiting for Godot.
15. Uncomfortably convinced that it actually is   
 butter.
16. Crippling fear of intimacy.
17. Never experiment without your lab notebook.
18. Don’t think you can beat DC 15.
19. You got the preceding joke.
20. Can’t stand the noise of Styrofoam on   
 Styrofoam.
21. That bungee cord just can’t be safe.
22. You’ve woken up as an enormous insect.
23. Room still smells strongly of bleach.
24. You forgot your glasses.
25. The acid hasn’t kicked in.

26. Have to take the laundry out in a few   
 minutes.
27. Don’t want to ruin current funny bed stain.
28. Unfamiliar with the concept of hooking up   
 outside Kagin.
29. You just wanted to borrow their textbook.
30. You’re still on the phone with mom.
31. They weren’t digging your Pulp Fiction   
 poster.
32. Too short to ring the bell.
33. R Kelly is still in your closet.
34. Love is dead.
35. R Kelly just emerged from your closet; don’t   
 want to have sex with R Kelly.
36. Just pulled a hammy.
37. You’re just really not that into flannel   
 anymore.
38. Condoms are only 97% effective.
39. They prefer Chicago to MLA.
40. Inaccessible: zipline is down.
41. They refuse to take off the sunglasses.
42. [Non-denominational personifications of   
 G*d] wouldn’t.
43. Can’t waste Chamillionare tickets.
44. You feel unprepared.
45. Four is a party, five is logistically    
 problematic.
46. Can’t buy morning after pills with FLEX   
 points.
47. You don’t love them anymore.

Besides lack of consent — who do you think we are??
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In response to the ever widening epidemic of youth obesity the US Center 
for Health and Wellness has begun a bold new program to help America’s 
youngsters lose weight: The Give ‘Em Smokes initiative.  Many adults 
credit their tobacco habit for their slim physique, and medical researchers 
now believe that getting kids hooked early could help them stay skinny 
for life.

“Why do you think people were so skinny in the 60’s? They were all smoking!” coughed program 
spokesman Phil Morris. “Not only are daily inhalations of silky smooth burners helping young folks shed 
pounds, but cigarettes look cool and make kids more confident. Our nations boys and girls have never 
looked slimmer and sexier.”

“I couldn’t be happier,” wheezed Tricia McCormick, parent of 9-year-old Leon. “My Leon used to sit 
inside all day playing video games and stuffing his face with fatty foods, now we can’t keep him out of 
the fresh air. He’s out there rain or shine, suckin’ down heaters.” 

However not everyone is in favor of what some claim is an “analog solution to a digital problem.”

“Youth are our future, and in the future I’d like to be able to sit in a middle seat on an airplane and not 
have the sweaty guy sitting next to me spilling into my seat and smelling like an ash tray,” said outspoken 
gym teacher Cody Stagnum. “Cigarettes are not gonna solve the problem. It’s putting a Band-Aid on a 
bleeding wound. America’s overweight youth need diet, exercise, and class II stimulants if we’re gonna 
beat this thing.” 

By: Joel Llama, Associated Press

Check your Privilege 

White

Upper Class

Heterosexual

Able-Bodied

Cigarettes Set Obesity Ablaze 

Cis

Male

Christian

First-World Citizen
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LOOKING FOR SUMMER WORK!!?!?!??!???

Tired of the same old desk job?

Sick of plain-jane “monetary” 
compensation???

INTERN AT THE HEGE!!!!!!

We have several intern positions with creative payment options:

Don’t spend your summer 
dreaming of what could 

have been!!!!

ENABLE YOUR FUTURE!!

Postion Intern Lance Intern Master Intern Ultimate Intern
Experience 
required

NONE! 1-2 years 2-3 years 3-5 years in the 
biz

Job Description Human coat 
rack

Can handle 
basic coffee 
orders

Full barista, dry 
cleaner

Gives 
celebratory 
high fives

Compensation Pat on the back College credit! iTunes gift 
cards!

Annual Pizza 
Party!
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People keep calling me by the wrong name. My professors, 
my classmates, my boss, my roommate, even my mother calls 

me Monique when I answer the phone. My name is Rob. Why is 
this? Is it my seductive saunter? Do I look like a French woman? 
Or am I just that forgettable of a person? How can I make sure 
people call me by the right name?
  -Rob, Topeka, Kansas

Dear Monique,
I totally understand where you’re coming from. When people 

refer to me as Mr. instead of Dr. it takes all my self-control not 
to squeeze their heads into brain smoothies. I have worked too 
hard and too long to be disrespected that way, don’t you think, 
Rod? What I’ve started doing is wearing a labcoat and stethoscope 
whenever possible (though am I not, in fact, a medical doctor). 
My best friend, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, says it makes me look both 
respectable and sexy, and I can’t say I disagree. I wish you all the 
best, cherie.

I suffer from Sciurophobia. Walking around campus is like 
walking through a fiery inferno full of beady eyed creatures 

staring into my soul. No one understands my pain. I feel like 
everyone here thinks they’re the greatest things ever but I’m 
completely certain the squirrels are plotting to kill me, or at the 
very least scratch out my eyeballs with their nasty little squirrel-
hands. What should I do?
  -Scared Shitless, Dublin

Dear Shitless,
Poison acorns.

Q

Q

A

A

QAsk Dr. Hege

Arnold C. Hege, PhD, graduated from Idaho State and earned his PhD in 
Criminal Psychology from Kosovo Night College. He enjoys long walks on grass, 
stealing people’s hubcaps, and Painting by Numbers. He hates answering your 
questions but it’s a job and “in this economy” he’ll take what he can get. Dr. Hege 
currently resides in a kitchen cupboard on Turck 3 with Julia Louis-Dreyfus.

Things Will.i.am Forgot that I 
Got from My Mama
1. Unwillingness to let go of the 
past
2. Lovehandles
3. Increased susceptibility to 
osteoporosis
4. Casserole recipe

Top 10 Ways to Skin a Cat
I. Knife
II. Why would you read this list 
you fucking psycho?

Names Stoners Give Their Pets
-For dogs: Hashpuppy
-For parrots: Phernalia (e.g., Here 
is my weed. And here is my parrot, 
Phernalia.)
-For dwarf: Dopey

Macalester Christmas Carols
•	 It Came Upon a Midnight 

Kagin
•	 Jingle the Bell Rock
•	 Wreck the Halls (with Boughs 

of Molly)
•	 Go Tell It on the Ice Rink
•	 Cheryl (Doucette) of the Bells

African Countries That Could 
Also Be Gay Men 
1. Chad

Popular Trends That Repeat 
Consonants: 
1. Jeggings
2. Reddit 
3. Twitter 
4. Rickrolling
5. Robotripping

List-o-Lists
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 A new trend has hit the Midwest: Pasteur-fed cows. The unnatural diets of our 
bovine counterparts are no more. Scientists have recently discovered a technique to 
improve the wellbeing of our cows. Wynonna Cud, an expert in all things cattle, says, 
“This breakthrough will revolutionize the meat and dairy market. No longer will rBGH 
taint the food of our supple cows, they will only be fed the finest flesh of Louis Pasteur.”

 The flesh comes from big warehouses where descendants of Louis Pasteur are 
stored. This development has been quite the cattleist for this new industry. Mike Hoof, 
a proprietor of one of these warehouses, is overjoyed, “This breakthrough has done 
wonders for my business! To think, I was going to throw out my vast stores of Louis 
Pasteur’s family members.”

 However, with any great change, there follows a herd of dissenters. They criticize 
the moovement, saying it is no different than feeding the cows genetically modified 
hormones. Hugh Heifer, one such critic says, “This is udderly ridiculous! Scientists should 
not feed cows!”

 Others are more apathetic. One woman, Liv Estock, claims that she will continue 
eating beef, regardless of what goes into it. She also mentioned, “I really think people are 
milking this issue. They’re just going to continue arguing until they butcher all of the real 
meaning in it.”

 At the end of the day, all parties could agree on one thing: they want to keep their 
dairy products pasture-ized.

 

Radical Change in 
Cows’ Diet Incites 

Discussion

By Ronald McDonald
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Sequels 
You Should 

Definitely See
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National Treasure 3
The third installment of the acclaimed National Treasure franchise adopts a documentary format and 
follows Nicolas Cage’s quest for the funds to lift him out of his crippling debt. 

Silence of the Hamm’s
A dark, sensory account of depression and binge drinking that really hits home because of the 
alcoholic in your family.

Harold and Kumar go to the Movies
Harold and Kumar get baked and head to the cinema to see Silence of the Hamm’s, and leave with a 
newfound appreciation for a life of sobriety.

He’s Just Not That Into Dudes
San Franciscan hetero goes to the wrong bar and gets into a wacky misunderstanding about his 
sexual identity.

Spring Breakers 2: The “Afterparty”
It really hurts when the blonde one pees so the gang heads to the hospital to see what’s up.

Yarmulkiller
A crime thriller based on the real life story of Steven Scholz, the infamous Jewish serial murderer who 
haunted the streets of Tacoma, Washington in the late 1980s.

An Inconvenient Tooth
Al Gore’s first film in seven years, An Inconvenient Tooth sizes up the American Dental Association and 
its cold willingness to pull first and ask questions later.

Scooby-Doo 3
It really hurts when the blonde one pees so the gang heads to the hospital to see what’s up.

Elfs
Will Ferrell and Zooey Deschanel’s children run amok in New York City.

Hot New Releases
 coming to a theater near you
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O N L I N E  J O U R N A L

What Does The Fox Say?
A Discussion on Modern Power Dynamics as Seen Through Protest Music

WOODROW WILSON
 University of Phoenix, Online

With their latest hit song “The Fox,” Ylvis 
creates a biting commentary about the deficits of modern 
society. The brothers comment on the rise of an inertly 
unstable socio-economic system by asking, “What does 
the fox say?”1 “The Fox” in question is a reference to 
Charles James Fox, member of the English Parliament 
and a radical of the Whig Party. The Whig Party was a 
bastion of liberalism in parliamentary politics advocating 
such things as the supremacy of the Parliament over 
the monarchy and toleration for those who rejected 
the Church of England. Charles James Fox took this 
viewpoint even further, blazing the trail for other liberal 
thinkers. In their music video, Ylvis features an elderly 
man reading to a small child. This image symbolizes that 
although the ideals Ylvis champions are old, this music 
video invigorates them. 2

Ylvis answers the question of “What does the 
fox say?” with a variety of noises. The most important 
of which are “wa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pow” symbolizing 
the might of the oppressed and “a-oo-oo-oo-ooo” 
representing the rallying cry for the people.3 

1 Urheim Ylvisåker, Vegard, and Bård Urheim Ylvisåker. Ylvis – 
“The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?) [Official Music Video HD].” 
Ylvis. Stargate, 2013. YouTube. YouTube, 03 Sept. 2013. 
2 Ibid. 0:58.
3 Username 1062madradio, “Ylvis- The Fox (What does the fox 
say?) – with lyrics.” 2:19, 0:50.

Ylvis further explores this theme when they 
refer to the fox as an “angel in disguise” a clear reference 
to Fox’s advocation of Catholic emancipation and his 
attempts to destroy slavery.4 

Ylvis implies that the modern police state has 
created an absolute monarchy and that society needs a 
return to the ideals of the Whig Party as embodied by this 
pinnacle of liberal thought.

Through their exploration of other animal sounds, 
such as a fish that goes “blub” and a seal that goes “ow 
ow ow,” the brothers demonstrate that this viewpoint is 
in danger of being drowned out by the variety of views in 
modern politics.5 Ylvis exhibits genius with their use of 
a horse to symbolize the vast military industrial complex 
and the fox’s need to communicate with it.6 Despite 
all this adversity, Ylvis hold onto the hope that society 
will be able to turn itself around with honest dialogue 
across ideological lines. Clearly, this song has inherited 
the traditions of liberty left behind by figures such as 
Thomas Paine and James Madison—traditions that Ylvis 
intends to simultaneously uphold and shake to their very 
foundations.

4 Urheim Ylvisåker. “The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?).” 1:32.
5 Ibid. 0:29, 0:32.
6 Ibid. 1:37.

Abstract
 In their groundbreaking protest song, “The Fox,” Ylvis invokes the spirit of the American 
Revolution, rejecting a passive, modern oligarchy and imagining a wholesome, new political 
environment. The song draws from a large breadth of Western revolutionary ideals inspired by events, 
including the Whiskey Rebellion of 1789, reflected through lyrical twists and figures that appear in their 
music video.     
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Once upon a time, in a small village south of 

what we now call Turkey and north of the City 

of Baghdad (Jewel of the Abbasid Caliphate), there was a 

small and unremarkable village.  As a matter of protocol, this village 

was possessed of a number of specialty positions resultant from the positive 

reinforcement cycle known as the  “Division of Labor.”  The town thus communally employed, 

amongst other things, a smith, a cooper, a wainright, and a farrier (although he mainly dealt with 

goats, horses being as uncommon as they were in Northern Iraq).  

However, not everyone in the village could obtain such a fine and specialized vocation-- the world 

will always need its farmers.  Indeed, even amongst the farmers, there existed, by Randian necessity 

or Marxist impotence, a gradient of wealth.  In this way, the richest farmer in the town lived 

quite comfortably, while his antipode, the misbegotten yeast farmer named Tengezar, was the most 

impoverished man of the village.

Tengezar was an unhappy fellow.  His wee income starved his family, whom he loved dearly.  The 

market for his yeast was curtailed by regional taboo, and he was correspondingly accorded very 

little respect by his peers in the village.  A week before our story begins, a freak shower of 

fungicide had devastated his last harvest.

Nonetheless, things had started to look up for Tengezar.  A persistent lump that had been firmly 

attached to his left calf seemed to have passed, and a grand new opportunity to invest in 

portobello mushrooms had “cropped” up.  All Tengezar needed was disposable capital, so he went to 

one of his few friends (a cat-herd), and they worked out a short term exchange of funds, at interest.

Tengezar got to work immediately.  Spores were disporsed, manure was 

maneuvered.  Within a few months, he was raking in profit, hand over 

fist.  He became the most popular man in the village, and with 

Tengezar’s star rose that of the cat-herd.  Their fame began to 

draw the attention of nearby towns, but just as their fame began 

to carve a spot in the annals of folk hero-dom, tragedy struck.  A 

local militia executed them both for practicing usury, effectively 

killing two Kurds for one loan.

Some Notes on Semi-Arid 
Mushroom Farming

Albrecht von Vielenahrstoffe..
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Horoscopes
Aries (March 21-April 20) Your crush will have their eye on you at the beginning of the 
month. Catch their attention by shaking your wiggly spots and dropping your floppies low.
Celebrity Soulmate: The wrecking ball in Miley’s new video

Taurus (April 21-May 21) Things feeling slow between you and your partner? Try some 
role play in the sack. Zayn from One Direction will definitely butter up your link.
Celebrity Soulmate: Ryan Seacrest

Gemini (May 22-June 22) Struggling to think of a creative Halloween costume? Look 
at your roommate’s Homestyle Italian cookbook for inspiration! Sexy Linguini? Slutty 
eggplant parmesan? Your crush will eat you right up!
Celebrity Soulmate: Alec Baldwin

Cancer (June 23-July 23) You’ll be feeling extra flirty around the full moon. Take this 
opportunity to send your crush a text like, “want to help me put my buns in the oven ;)” or 
“there are only two holes big enough for your jiffy limbers.”
Celebrity Soulmate: Drake

Leo (July 24-August 23) It’s time to get over your inhibitions—we all know Leos are prone 
to get Herpes. Don’t be ashamed of who you really are—embrace yourself!
Celebrity Soulmate: Dina Lohan

Virgo (August 24-September 23) Trying to rekindle an old flame? Throw alcohol into the mix.
Celebrity Soulmate: Ja Rule

Libra (September 24-October 23) The stars indicate that you will soon be known as “sink 
hole” by your friends. Try and avoid this, it could be awkward.
Celebrity Soulmate: North West

Scorpio (October 24-November 22) You might develop heat rash, which is strange 
because it’s not that hot out. Consider lube if you anticipate friction: coconut oil, lowfat soy 
milk, or Trader Joe’s sesame ginger salad dressing can be healthy alternatives!
Celebrity Soulmate: Jada Pinkett Smith

Sagittarius (November 23-December 21) Looking to mess around? Arrange a breakfast in 
bed without plates or silverware!
Celebrity Soulmate: Meat Loaf

Capricorn (December 22-January 20) Café Mac is a great place to meet new hotties. Lick 
that frozen yogurt seductively or spread some peanut butter somewhere unusual….They 
don’t call you Capricorn for nothing!
Celebrity Soulmate: Cronuts

Aquarius (January 21-February 19) On the 24th you may feel unfamiliar sensations in 
your nether-regions. Use this opportunity to experiment with new shapes and sizes; a 
sandal or maybe a bell pepper could be fun. Don’t be afraid to think outside the box!
Celebrity Soulmate: Grumpy cat

Pisces (February 20-March 20) This is a great time to update your look: try a haircut—
something along the lines of Paula Deen meets 2 Chainz.
Celebrity Soulmate: Sanjaya
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Lost vibrator on Grand

I seem to have lost my vibrator 
somewhere on Grand avenue. I 
KNOW I had it when I left Coat of 
Many Colors, and it was definitely 
not in my purse by the time I got to 
Khyber Pass. Its relatively long and 
has three settings (I usually stick 
with the lowest one). Its not one of 
those little “I-can-hold-this-with-
one-hand-while-I-yahooPorn-
search-pirates-titty-fucking-other-
pirates” types of devices, this is the 
real deal. In fact, the guy at Sharper 
Image tried to convince me it was 
a neck massager, and I was like 
“fuck that, I wouldn’t give my worst 
enemy a neck massage with this 
contraption.” Anyways, if you find 
it and its covered in dirt or grass or 
bugs or something, you can keep 
it and use it as lawn décor next to 
your garden gnome or something. 
If you find it and it looks sanitary 
please give it back, or go fuck 
yourself.

***BTW on a separate note, I am 
looking for hot redheads, Italians 
or half-Asians who are into doing 
all crazy kinds of shit (Please be 
13+**)

Lost bag of baby teeth

I recently misplaced a bag full of 
children’s teeth while taking a 
stroll along the boulevard and I’d 
really like them back!!! There were 
at least 57 teeth in there and it 
took me like 6 weeks to collect all 

Someone to take exam in my 
place

I am looking for someone who 
looks enough like me to take my 
multivariable calculus exam for 
me. 

Requirements:
• white male with short, black hair
• some freckles on face a plus
• physically fit with well-defined 
biceps and tight calves 
• a strong, stubbly jaw suggestive 
of a rugged appearance (rugged 
like an explorer not a f*cking hobo)
• essentially a cross between Paul 
Newman and James Franco
• should walk with a confident-but-
approachable gait. 

Other important details: I typically 
sit in the same seat every class and 
can provide seating chart upon 
request. I respond to k-dawg, flex, 
and d-bag (ironic) so be prepared 
for these.

Oh yeah, and must be good at 
calculus.

But not too good.

Participants needed for a study

All ages and genders welcome.

Must be willing to fully submerge 
head in a tub of pig’s blood.

Contact Larry in the Psych 
department if interested. 

CLASSIFIEDS
Lost & Found Help Wanted

Casual Encounters

Brief exchange, W4M

Hello, I am a woman seeking a man 
to have a brief exchange with this 
coming Monday at noon. I will be 
wearing whatever I feel like that 
day, because I wear clothes based 
on my own personal feelings for 
them and not for the response they 
may or may not elicit from others. 
I’ll take a walk east down Grand 
Avenue (I live close to Kowalski’s) 
for a few minutes and we can have 
the interaction in front of CVS. I will 
ask you the time, and we will make 
eye contact while you tell me “it’s a 
quarter past noon.” I will say thank 
you and you will smile and wish 
me a nice day. We will never see 
each other again.

of them. I need them back ASAP 
or I’m seriously going to fail the 
final for my sculpture class and I 
really need that for my fine arts 
requirement.

If you find the bag just drop it off 
on my front step or give it to one 
of my housemates (but not Dave 
because he has a terrible gag 
reflex and already ruined my last 
art project because apparently he 
has an issue with pube portraits??? 
idk he’s a wimp). 

As a reward for finding them I will 
give you the finished product and 
you can put it on your kitchen 
table as a centerpiece or maybe 
your nightstand? Idk, it’s going to 
look great though, I’m so getting 
an A.
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 Wednesday evening at 5:37 P.M., Love was officially pronounced dead. This came after an area father of 
five revealed to his wife that he was leaving their marriage of twenty years for a promising relationship with his 
young secretary. Love had battled contempt and cynicism for the last several decades, with this final incident 
delivering an insurmountable blow. “It’s certainly no shock,” said one authority, “Love has been touch-and-go for 
a while now–my marriage is certainly an emotionless shell.”

 In just the last month Love witnessed infidelity between a “cute old couple,” death of newlyweds, and the 
destruction of Summer Love by Oppressive Winter. 

 Since its birth, Love inspired the hallmarks of civilization including art, literature, and social media. Love 
breathed life into works such as the timeless odes of Catullus, the sublime oils of Raphael, and Jimmy Buffet’s 
stunning “Why Don’t We Get Drunk and Screw”—testaments to love’s power and ability to brighten the ulti-
mately tragic human condition.

 “We all saw this coming,” one human added. “There hasn’t been a solid Rom-Com since (500) Days of 
Summer—and that wasn’t even a love story.”

 Even 13-year-old Jenny Summers commented on her boyfriend’s status “too soon” when he declared his 
“eternal and everlasting love for Jenny Summers #yungluv [sic].”

 As of now, humans are attempting to find meaning in their inconsequential cubicle workdays, joyless pla-
tonic relationships, futile home improvements, and soulless drunken hook-ups. Love will be remembered fondly 
for its grace and ability to inspire. Love is survived by passion and lust that will continue to bear the message of 
their inspiring, more wholesome begetter.

LOVE OFFICIALLY DEAD
after 10,000 good years
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All food unpalatable to cultured study 
abroad returnee; starves.

Three weeks after claiming 
that “no food compares” to 
her Barcelonian mother’s 
cooking, Miranda 
Auerbach, a senior from 
Milwaukee, WI, died this 
morning in her Kirk dorm 
room.

Your whole existence, after seeing him 
grind with another girl at Kagin; perishes.

You had a good talk at 
lunch on Thursday. 
What happened?
 

Eco-conscious student realizes life 
inherently unsustainable; composts self.

Seven days ago, Ethan 
Harmon, a first-year from 
Brooklyn, NY, enclosed 
himself in an eco-
clamshell. He is probably 
dead by now.

“Makes-a-Wish”; dies.

Tommy Auer, a polio patient 
at St. Joseph’s, passed away 
Sunday afternoon after fulfilling 
his wish of seeing a Tiësto 
concert. Doctors confirm he 
had undiagnosed epilepsy.

Girl’s grandpa died, new profile picture 
confirms.

In lieu of flowers, 
mourners are welcomed 
to commemorate 
“PopPop” by making 
anti-Semitic comments at 
Thanksgiving.
 

Newspapers.

Your father-in-law’s 
preferred media 
source, Newspapers, 
died Thursday at the 
age of 612.
 
Springfield High seniors infect themselves 
with cancer in support of bald classmate; 
will likely die.

Statistically, only 60% of them will survive the 
leukemia.

Neighborhood kid Jimmy 
Gibaldi “as good as dead.”

Old Lady Hutchens announced 
his fate after his continued 
tomfoolery.

Obituaries
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LIMITED EDITION
Hegemonocle Trading Cards

Hoard every copy!
Sell them online!

Slugging percentage before all-star break: 356%
Vertical: 37 inches

•	 Advocate of O-zone (Eurodance band and molecule) 

•	 Remembers her exact location when she heard 
Beyonce’s	“Irreplaceable”	for	the	first	time

•	 Violated the preceptor-student relationship on several 
occasions

Date of First Lost D-key: 9/3/2013

•	 Honestly believes his Pulp Fiction poster is responsible 
for 75% of his sexual encounters

•	 Finds complaining about a manageable workload an 
excellent source of bonding with peers

•	 Smoked marijuana once, but didn’t like it because it 
just made him sleepy

Net Worth: 2 million Bitcoins
Email: nigerianprince@hotmail.com

•	 Wrote a new-wave R&B/hip-hop album, inspired by 
Drake’s introspection on Take Care

•	 Still uses Windows Vista

•	 Ringtone is that gnarly dial-up sound 

Mac First Year

Janet Wallace

The Bell

David Sisk

Age: ca. Sauron’s forging of the One Ring
Length: More of a width guy

•	 Found Thomas Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow to be 
slightly heavy-handed

•	 Urged the administration to drop the “the” from his 
name (a la Justin Timberlake in The Social Network) 

•	 Self-proclaimed “greatest ring this side of the 
Mississippi”
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follow us on t 

       @Hegemonocle


